To select an HD radio station and store presets.

1) Press "SEEK/" or "SEEK V" to get to desired station.
   The Radio will auto lock onto an HD station if available (example: 92.5 HD1 MHZ).

2) When locked onto an HD station, press "SEEK /" to access multi-cast HD stations (if available).
   Example: 92.5 HD2 MHZ.

Recalling Presets

1) Press the preset button (1-6) that corresponds to the preset you wish to recall.

Changing Modes:

1) Leaving and re-entering the SAT mode (simply push the AM/SAT button to switch to AM, then
   again to switch back to SAT) will enter the mode select menu. The word “BUSY” may be displayed
   for a few seconds. When in the mode select menu one of the following will be displayed: “SAT,” “HD
   RADIO,” “IPOD,” “AUX1,” or “AUX2.” Turn the rotary knob until the desired source is displayed on
   the screen. Press “Preset #3” to select the displayed mode.